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ABSTRACT

In this paper propose new idea for GTRS models it more involve medical terms and search as get
results in this process mostly used to new dataset and some ideas and improve to whole process good
quality medical terms at the same time some business process also enrich and good enhancement process
decision making to we need full focus on web site based medical support actions suddenly some actions
very difficult medical terms in this title during some way process bitterly some optional side decision
medical terms that method more flexibility because more option give to future investigation the game
theorem it some normal model that called frame work is more and more process in a medical terms .
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INTRODUCTION

helpful for future research to develop a new

The Objective of our project in this study is
limited. Because to have the greatest effect on the
cloud computing service market going forward,
further market analysis of is necessary in order to
examine both consumers’ preferences and the

methodology based on integrated multiple stage
estimation for analysing the relationship between
lethal campaign and cloud computing services

Process actions
We provide a significant step in the field

relationships between terminal devices and cloud
computing

service.

Further,

examining

the

with

novel

monitoring

architecture,

called

relationship between previous customer experience

henceforth in this techniques complements

and choice of cloud computing service would

perfectly our previous. We have extended the

provide interesting managerial implications such

requirements previously identified in process

as the brand loyalty and technological expectations

Have not been design to fit in the lifecycle of

of consumers in this area. Finally, it would be

virtual resources and are usually based on
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Problem explanation
CONCLUSION
In this paper, deliver a widespread analysis

In this paper, provide some new idea for

of cloud storage services to examine consumer

medical terms and conditions. in standard low cost

consciousness of and preferences for specific

offering making process fully occupied cloud

service attributes. The results of this study show

process for new idea logical

that Consumers regard price and solidity, as must-

solutions

be attributes. The relative importance of price and

performance because more option give to future

respectively. Consumers also consider storage

investigation the game theorem it some normal

capacity as an important factor.

model that called frame work is more and more

for

consumer

such as get new

activates

in

group

process in a medical terms
Process relation on cloud services
In particular, respondents who were

Future work

younger and belonged to a high-income group

As future work, we would like to search

significantly preferred this attribute over others.

superior scenario in which the monitoring

Moreover, cloud services offering higher storage

services of the cloud consumer may be a

capacities

positive

potential bottleneck due to the creation of an

relationships with portable devices such as laptops

incredibly number of under the same cloud

but negative relationships with desktops.

consumer. We would like to extend the

were

found

to

have

a

monitoring
Mandatory validation:

balancing

New User want to create an account in

architecture
capabilities

for

using

workload-

the

monitoring

services of the cloud consumer as well.

So,

cloud means they have to sign up with providing

when the number of tenants is being increased,

details from this page. If users’ details are all valid

the latest some idea created under really

means, account was created in the cloud. In this

overloaded state of affairs and thus the time for

module, many mandatory and validation controls

getting such idea ready is much more than in

should be used for the needs of account creation,

acceptable process is completely.

so user must provide correct details in it.
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